
 

 

 

 

 

Pine Lodge Puppy Paks are Here! 

For some time we have thought about putting 

together a puppy pack of things we find very helpful 

in starting your life out with your puppy.  Our goal is 

to provide you with the opportunity to buy quality 

items, at less than retail price, that are helpful to 

raising a young puppy.  We’ve done the shopping for 

you!  We are offering two different packages: The 

Pine Lodge Grooming Pak and the Pine Lodge 

Deluxe Puppy Pak. 

 

 

 

 

 



The Pine Lodge Grooming Pak includes: 

Top Performance Concentrated Puppy Shampoo-you will love the smell of this 

gentle shampoo!  We find it works best to dilute the shampoo in a separate 

mixing bottle, to make the bathing process go faster!   Mixing bottle included 

below. 

Top Performance Mixing Bottle 

Master Grooming Flexible slicker brush, single- we think this is one of the better 

brushes out there for grooming you pup. 

Master Grooming Flexible slicker brush, double-Get the brushing done quicker 

with the double brush.  Use this on the body and rear legs. 

Rubber firm brush-This is a great brush to use when washing your pup.  It 

massages the puppy while helping to clean. 

Master Groomers Greyhound Comb face/finishing- we recommend using this on 

your puppy’s face.  Also, use the wider side to test if you got all mats out. 

Master Groomer Nail Scissors- keeping your puppies nails trim is important for 

good health. 

Ear cleaner- floppy, hairy eared puppies can get dirt and yeast build ups.  This can 

cause serious ear infections.  By cleaning your puppy’s ears a couple times a 

month, you can just about eliminate that problem. 

Ear powder- This powder helps to make it easier to remove unwanted ear hair.  

This is important to do so that air can circulate and ears can be healthy. 

Blunt nose scissors- Love these scissors.  We use them to trim around the eyes, 

safely.  Also trimming the feet in between grooming.   

 

The retail cost of this package is $150.  Our price to you is $95.  This package can 

be shipped to your home at no extra cost 

 

 

 

 



The Pine Lodge Deluxe Puppy Pack includes everything in the 

Grooming Pak, as well as the following: 
Two Dog Bowls- classy on the outside and stainless steel for easy cleaning on the 

inside. 

Training Reward Treats- start training right away!  These soft, tasty treats will get 

you going. 

Easy Crates with Double Doors- These are available in Medium or Large.  The 

crates are made of wire so your puppy can feel enclosed, like a den, but still see 

what is going on in the home. 

Crate bed to fit-Use it in the crate or on its own outside of the crate. 

Ex-pen with a door- 24” high- oh, the many uses of these pens!  A play pen, a gate 

into a room, block off things you don’t want puppy to get into, a mini outside 

yard… the ideas are endless.  We find the ex-pen indispensable! 

Waste bags 

Dog is Good Tennis Balls- there is nothing like teaching your puppy to play fetch!  

This is a great interactive toy for you and your puppy. 

Crinkle toy- a stuffy, cozy toy that makes crinkly sounds that puppies love.  This 

toy is great for puppy to play with alone. 

Griggles Tennis Tail Crocodile- this toy is great because it has so many textures!  

It can also be thrown.  Great for playing alone or interacting with the family! 

Griggles FUNdementals treat ball- this toy is great to keep your puppy busy!  Use 

it in the crate, or to entertain puppy… let’s be honest, it’s pretty entertaining for 

the family to watch also! 

Clean Go Pet Oxy-Advanced Stain & Odor Eliminator- accidents do happen.  

Clean them up good and easily. 

Grannick’s Bitter Apple Chew Deterrent- teething puppies can try to chew on 

your furniture, walls, and anything else!  Grannick’s Bitter Apples Chew Deterrent 

spray is quick and easily to nip that habit! 

 

Retail value is $310 to $350 for these items.  Our cost to you is $245 to $275.  This 

package can be shipped to your home, at no extra cost.   

 


